The inclusion of OCBC Wing Hang boosts OCBC Group’s Greater China strategy, which in addition to focusing on developing in-market opportunities within China, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan, also emphasises growing the cross-border “flow” business opportunities between Greater China and our solid foundation in Southeast Asia. By deepening our Greater China presence, we are strongly positioned to capture more of the trade, capital, investment and wealth flows that spring from the increased economic interconnectivity between Greater China and Southeast Asia. Access to the US dollar and Renminbi deposits is another driver for this acquisition. Not only does it provide the Group with an additional source of stable funding base, it also broadens our access to the two currencies which are relevant and increasingly used for cross-border transactions and activities. The acquisition allows us to strengthen the Group’s mutually-reinforcing platform pillars of geographical coverage, in-market franchise and onshore-offshore competencies in commercial banking, wealth management and insurance. A multifaceted competitive advantage is forged that fuels our future growth.